
Dear Teachers, Librarians, and Parents,  

I wrote The First Step: How One Girl Put Segregation on Trial (January 2016) to 
bring an important, little known piece of history to light. Back in the late 1840s, an 
African American family filed Roberts v. City of Boston, the first lawsuit to challenge 
segregated schools. The Roberts lost their case, but it spurred more debate and more 
activism. In 1855, the state legislature of Massachusetts banned segregated schools in 
the Commonwealth making Boston the first major city to integrate its schools.

The US battle for integration has been fought and refought, again and again 
and again. Race and integration are still big topics in our schools and in our country. 
Talking about them is important. I would like to invite kids across the nation to join the 
conversation.

With help from a diverse group of educators, psychologists and specialists in race 
relations, I’ve created an anonymous survey that asks kids about their thoughts, feelings 
and experience with race and integration. It is a chance for kids to speak their minds 
and for grownups to listen. Hopefully, the experience will initiate valuable discussions 
at home and in the classroom.

You can read about The KIDS SPEAK OUT! Survey and preview its questions at 
www.thefirststepbook.net. Kids can link to the survey there, and soon see its ongoing 
results tallied there as well. 

Educators and parents will also find supportive materials on the site. If you share 
tips and anecdotes about using the survey with kids, I will create a curated page of your 
ideas and suggestions. 

Thank you, 

Susan 
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